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ABSTRACT
Since, there is no theory perfect enough to explain the phenomenon inside the vortex tube. An
experimental study was conducted to carry out the thermodynamic analysis of the vortex tube.
During the study the cold mass fraction was varied from 0.2-0.8 for a fix inlet pressure of 4 bar and the
inlet pressure was varied between 2 -7 bar for a fix opening of the cone valve. The maximum temperature
drop was observed for cold mass fraction of 0.4 and the effective refrigerating effect was observed
between the 0.35-0.65 of the cold mass fraction, as the refrigerating effect is a function of mass of the
cold air and the temperature drop.
Key Words : Vortex tube (RHVT), Counter-flow type vortex tube, Energy separation, Temperature

reduction, Coefficient of Performance (COP)

INTRODUCTION
The vortex tube also known as Ranque tube is a
remarkably a simple device, reliable (since no
moving parts) and produces hot and cold gas
streams simultaneously from the source of the
compressed gas. It is also light in weight, ozone
friendly, free from pollution, low cost and effective
solution to a wide variety of industrial cooling
problems especially like drilling, turning and
welding and heating problems as early start of
the boilers and drying chambers etc.
The physical mechanism inside an operating
vortex tube can be observed physically, but difficult
to explain, as there is no theory perfect enough to
explain the phenomenon inside the vortex tube.
In vortex tube compressed air /gas is sent
tangentially through the inlet nozzle. The swirl
generators provided on the inner side of the tube
at the inlet plane creates the whirling or vortex
motion of the compressed air inside the tube. As
the vortex moves along the tube, a temperature
separation is formed. Hot air moves along the tube
periphery while cold air is in motion in the inner
core. The hot air is then allowed to exit through
the cone valve located at the far end of the tube
and the cold air outlet is next to the inlet plane.
This resulting radial temperature (or energy)

separation inside the vortex tube is also called the
Ranque-Hilsch effect, named after the scientist
Ranque-Hilsch.
There are two classifications of the vortex tube,
parallel flow and counter-flow. Both types of
vortex tube are currently in use in the industry
but counter flow is more popular compared to the
parallel flow vortex tube because of its superiority
of performance over the parallel flow vortex tube.
As the vortex tube has the many advantages like
no moving parts, maintenance free, ozone friendly
and simultaneous availability of instant cold and
hot air, finds many applications in industry.
Presently, a lot of work is going on the vortex
tube for improving its performance and its
application in the field of engineering.
Literature review
The vortex tube was first discovered by G. J.
Ranque then Hilsch1,  a German engineer,
performed comprehensive experimental and
theoretical studies aimed at improving the
efficiency.  Martynovskii and Alekseev2 studied
experimentally the effect of various design
parameters of vortex tubes.  Many investigations
have been done for studying the effect of the
length of the tube on its performance and all
authors have found that for the tube to be efficient,
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the length of the tube should be many times the
tube diameter.  Hilsch1 suggested that ratio L/D
should be around 50 for good temperature
separation. According to Westley3 the only
requirement is that the tube exceeds 10D.
Gulyaev4,5 determined that the minimum length
for cylindrical hot tube was about 10D. If the hot
tube is conical, rather than cylindrical, the minimum
length must be increased, to about 13D. Lewellen6

stated that as long as the tube wall is insulated
the temperature separation in the tube remains
unaffected by L/D as long as some minimum
length is exceeded. Takahama and Yokosawa7

suggested a tube length L/D 100 in order to obtain
a better performance. Amitani et al.8 indicated
that the shortened vortex tube of six tube
diameters length had the same efficiency. Saidi
and Yazdi9 found that increasing tube length
increases temperature differences and decreases
exergy destruction. For L/D 20 energy separation
was quite low. Saidi and Valipour10 concluded that
the optimum value of L/D is in the range of 20–
55. Singh et al.11 concluded that length of the tube
has no effect on the performance of the vortex
tube in the range of  L/D  45–55. Behera et al.12

presented that increase in the length of tube
enhances the temperature separation up to the
condition that stagnation point is within the length
of tube. The investigations had shown that L/D
ratio should be more than 10 for the tube to be
effective. Gao13 investigated three different
shapes of hot plug to study the energy separation
effect and concluded that the shape of the hot
plug is not a critical component in RHVT.
Different vortex tube diameters have been used
in experimental RHVT investigations, from
diameters as low as 4.4 mm and as high as 800
mm1. For fixed inlet conditions (supply pressure)
a very small diameter vortex tube would offer
considerably higher back pressures and, therefore,
the tangential velocities between the periphery and
the core will not differ substantially (still high
density) while the axial velocities in the core region
will be very high. This would lead to low
temperature separation. On the other hand, a very
large tube diameter would result in lower overall
tangential velocities both in the core and in the
periphery region that would produce low diffusion
of mean kinetic energy and also low temperature
separation1.Promvonge and Smith14 concluded

that increasing the number of inlet nozzle
increases the temperature drop and the isentropic
efficiency. Prabakaran J. et al15 performed
investigation for vortex tube of L/D ratio 10 and
three different sizes of orifices i.e. 5mm, 6 mm
and 7mm and inlet pressure 4 bar and concluded
that the maximum temperature drop is obtained
for 5mm and the temperature difference is
reduced as the size of the orifice increase.
Volkan kirmaci16 used Taguchi method to optimize
the design of counter flow Ranque-Hilsch vortex
tube for the performance.
In this work, an attempt was made to fabricate
and test the performance of a counter flow vortex
tube of total length 15D and a vortex generator
which was fixed inside the tube to create four
vortices along the inner periphery of the rube.
Different parameters were evaluated like
temperature reduction in cold tube end,
temperature rise in hot tube, refrigerating effect
and the coefficient of performance was compared
for different operating parameter like cold mass
fraction and inlet pressure.
Technical specification of counter flow vortex
tube

Diameter of counter flow vortex tube  D = 12 mm
Length of hot tube Lh   =  120 mm
Length of cold tube Lc  =   30 mm
Diameter of the inlet di   = 4 mm
Diameter of  cold end dc  = 6 mm
Diameter of nozzle opening  dn  = 2 mm
Angle at hot end  =  45°

MATERIAL   AND   METHODS
The detailed drawing and of the vortex tube is
given in (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The schematic sketch
of the complete experimental set is as shown in
Fig. 3 It consists of a two stage compressor and
a receiver as a source of compressed air, auto
pressure cut-off switch, an air filter, a counter-
flow vortex tube. Compressed air from the
receiver of compressor is supplied through a hand
operated control valve to control the pressure at
the inlet to the vortex tube as shown in Fig. 3.
The pressure at the inlet to the vortex tube is
measured with the help of a calibrated pressure
gauge indicator. The temperature of the hot air
and temperature of the cold air coming out of the
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vortex tube is measured with the thermocouple
located immediately on the downstream of the
cone shaped valve and downstream of the orifice
located next to the inlet respectively. The
temperature of the air is also measured at the
inlet to the vortex tube to calculate the
temperature drop or temperature rise of the cold
and hot air respectively. The thermocouples along
with the digital indicator used in this experiment
are calibrated to an accuracy of ±0.1°C.The mass
flow rates of the cold air and hot air discharges
are measured by calibrated orifice flow meters.

The pressure difference across the orifice is
measured by an inclined tube manometer
connected to the pressure tapping at distance d
(orifice diameter) on the upstream side and d/2
on the downstream side of the orifice. The ratio,
called a cold mass fraction is changed by regulating
the cone-shaped valve opening. The complete
vortex tube is further insulated with the insulating
material to minimize the heat loss/gain from the
surrounding.
Thermodynamic analysis

Fig. 1 :  Schematic sketch of  counter-flow vortex tube

Fig.  2 :  Nozzle configuration or swirl generator

Fig. 3 : Experimental apparatus, (1) Compressed air receiver , (2) Hand operated valve , (3)  Pressure gauge ,
(4) Counter  flow vortex tube , (5) Aset of orifice flow meters, (6-7) Orifice flow meter, (8) Cone-shape valve
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The cold flow mass ratio (cold mass fraction) is
the most important parameter used for indicating
the vortex tube performance of RHVT. The cold
mass fraction is the ratio of mass of cold air that
is released through the cold end of the tube to the
total mass of the input compressed air. It is
represented as follows

t

e
m
m



Where,   mc  represents the mass flow rate of the
cold stream  released, mi  represents the inlet or
total mass flow rate of the pressurized air at the
inlet. Therefore,  varies in the range of 0-1.
Cold air temperature difference or temperature
reduction is defined as the difference between
inlet flow temperature and cold air temperature

ctc TTT 
where Ti   is the inlet flow temperature and Tc  is
the cold air temperature. Similarly, hot air
temperature difference is defined as

thh TTT 
Had the expansion been isentropic from inlet of
the nozzle to the exit pressure and the air to behave
like an ideal gas, isentropic efficiency is given by
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Where,  pe is the exit pressure of the cold air i.e.
atmospheric pressure (pa) at outlet.
The refrigerating /cooling effect produced by the
cold air of vortex tube is give as

)TT(CmQ icpcc 

Since, cooling and heating streams are obtained
simultaneously the heating effect produced by the
vortex tube is give as

)T)T(CmQ ihphh 

Since, RHVT can be used as a cooler and heater
simultaneously hence both the effect that i.e.
cooling effect and heating effects are considered.
The COP of the system is calculated accordingly.
The coefficient of performance of refrigerator is
defined as the ratio of refrigerating effect
produced by the system to the work done on the

system. In the conventional Vapor Compression
Refrigeration (VCR) system work input or power
is the work of compression or the compressor
work. But, the vortex refrigeration systems are
used where compressed air or gas is available.
Making analogy to the VCR system, the work of
compression from the exit/atmos. i.e. from pe to
pi   by a reversible isothermal process, the COP
of the system is given as
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In the above relation the pressure drop in the
supply pipe has been neglected and the pressure
at the exit of the cold and the hot air in the vortex
tube are assumed to be atmospheric.

RESULTS    AND   DISCUSSION
The experiment was conducted to investigate the
effect of the cold mass fraction on the cold air
temperature drop, rise in hot air temperature,
isentropic efficiency and the thermodynamic
analysis was carried out to evaluate the
performance of the vortex tube keeping inlet air
pressure to the vortex tube constant at 4 bar.
Fig. 4 shows the plot of temperature reduction in
cold air to the cold mass fraction for input pressure
of 4 bar. It was observed that the temperature
reduction cT of the cold air increase with
increase in cold mass fraction up to 0.4 and then
the temperature reduction decreases. The
maximum temperature drop recorded was 16°C.
Fig. 5 shows the increase in hot air temperature
as a function of cold mass fraction, it is observed
that the increase/rise  in temperature nT
increases  almost linearly with increasing in the
cold mass fraction up to 0.8. and maximum rise
in temperature recorded at   of 0.8 is 29.8°C.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of cold air to the mass
fraction on the isentropic efficiency of vortex tube.
It follows the qualitatively the same trend as that
of the drop in cold air temperature as it is the
ratio of the actual cold air temperature drop to
the isentropic drop in the temperature. The
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maximum isentropic efficiency varies between
0.08-0.2, and the maximum isentropic efficiency
is found 0.2 for cold mass fraction of 0.4.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of the refrigerating effect
as a function of cold mass fraction (  ). It is
observed that the refrigerating effect increase
initially and then decrease after 0.5. The range in
which the refrigerating effect is found to be
effective lies between the cold mass fraction of
0.35-0.65 and the corresponding refrigerating
effect is found 32.51 (W) to 95.781 (W) for the
present experimental set of reading.
Fig. 8 shows the plot of COP of refrigerator as a
function of (  ). It is observe that the maximum
COP is found to be 0.08.Here it is assumed that

the work of compression required to increase the
pressure from the exit (atmosphere) condition to
the inlet pressure follows reversal isothermal
process.
Fig. 9 shows the plot of drop in temperature of
cold air as a function of increase in the inlet
pressure keeping the valve opening fix, orifice
diameter and tube diameter constant. It is observe
the drop in the cold air temperature enhances
linearly with the increase in the inlet pressure. It
may be due to stronger vortex that is created on
the inner periphery of the tube due to increase in
the inlet pressure and the   temperature separation
is a function of the inlet pressure and the exit
pressure.

  CONCLUSION

Fig. 4 : Temperature drop at cold end as a function
of cold air mass fraction (  )

Fig. 5 :  Temperature rise at the hot  end ( Th) as
a function of cold air mass fraction (  )
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Fig. 6 : Isentropic effieciency as a function of cold
air  mass fraction   (  )  at inlet pressure 4 bar
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Fig .7 : Refrigerating effect as a function of cold air
mass fraction (  ) at inlet pressure 4 bar
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An experimental study on the temperature
separation and thermodynamic analysis in the
vortex tube has been carried out and the findings
summarized are very applicable.
The maximum temperature drop and temperature
rise is found between 0.3-0.4 and 0.8 cold air
mass fractions respectively. The temperature drop
increases with increase in inlet pressure. The
refrigerating effect is more effective when the
cold air mass fraction lies between the 0.35-0.65.
The maximum COP on the vortex tube is found
to 0.08 for inlet pressure of 4 bar and assuming
the work of compression from exit to inlet pressure
follows reversible isothermal process and the
working medium obeys ideal gas laws.
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